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While I certainly agree that formal methods can help
designers to conceptualize and formulate issues and requirements in a perspicuous and productive manner,
I am skeptical that assurance based on human review
is any more reliable for formal specifications than for
informal descriptions. Instead, I claim that the distinctive benefit of specifically formalmethods is that they
support analysis through formal deduction-that
is by
theorem proving and related methods such as model
checking. These are systematic processes that have
the character of calculation and, like numerical calculations, they can be automated. The reasons for favoring mathematical modeling and calculation are the
same in computer science as in other engineering disciplines: they allow the consequences of requirements
and the properties of designs to be accurately predicted
and evaluated prior to construction.
In most engineering disciplines, it is automation
that releases the full potential of mathematical modeling: the highly efficient wings of a modern airplane
could not be designed without the massive automation
of computational fluid dynamics, finite element analysis, and several other mathematical modeling techniques. Automating the calculations underlying formal
methods yields similar benefits for computer science:
many questions that are currently examined by intensive but unreliable reviews, or by massive but necessarily incomplete testing, can be settled by automated
calculation-thereby
providing analysis that is more
reliable and more comprehensive than at present, and
liberating human reviewers for more creative and challenging tasks that truly require their judgment.

Requirements elicitation is concerned with discovering what is wanted; it necessarily depends on social processes such as discussion, introspection, review of documentation, and experimentation. Requirements engineering, on the other hand, is concerned with turning
the products of elicitation into precise, unambiguous,
and complete descriptions of what the system under
consideration is to do. Although they shade into and
complement each other, and may be part of a larger iterative process, requirements elicitation and engineering are different activities that need to be supported
by different techniques and tools.
I maintain that formal methods provide techniques
and tools that are appropriate-and
effective-for
the
requirements engineering activity. They are effective
because they allow certain questions about requirements to be reduced to calculations, and this is valuable because it allows reviews to be supplemented or replaced by analyses. I am using these terms in the sense
in which they are employed in the guidelines for software on commercial aircraft [lo, Section 6.31: reviews
are processes that depend on human judgment and consensus, while analyses are objective “mechanical” processes such as testing or calculation. Of course, certain
questions do require human judgment, and some decisions require consensus, but many other issues are
better addressed by analyses than by reviews: analyses are systematic, can be checked by others, and can
even be automated. Especially when automated, analyses can be more reliable and thorough than reviews,
and cheaper.
Formal methods are often advocated for the intellectual framework that they provide, and the methodological benefits that are believed to accompany their use.
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Over the last few years, application of specialized but pragmatically effective theorem proving techniques, and of model checking and related methods, has
made it possible to subject formal requirements specifications to several kinds of automated analysis. Some
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Experiments
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of these have been applied experimentally to requirements documented in “Change Requests” (CRs) for the
flight software of the Space Shuttle by a team involving
the group at Lockheed Martin (formerly IBM) that develops this software, several NASA centers (Johnson,
Langley, and JPL), and SRI. These experiments, running alongside what is generally considered an exemplary process for requirements review, provide useful
anecdotal evidence for the effectiveness of automated
formal analyses.

2.1

Very Strong

these methods to a Shuttle CR for the “Heading Alignment Cylinder” (HAC), revealed that several rows in
one table had overlapping conditions, and that several
unstated assumptions needed to be articulated before
the completeness and consistency of others could be established [2]. The Shuttle requirements analysts considered discovery of the missing assumptions to be particularly valuable. Similar successes with automated
completeness and consistency checking have been reported for the RSML [6] and SCR [7] requirements
methods.

Typechecking
2.3

One of the most basic “theorems” that can be proved
about a specification is type-correctness. For programming languages, this theorem is “proved” by simple
typechecking algorithms, but specification languages
can use general theorem proving for this purpose with
a corresponding increase in the strictness in the notion
of type-correctness that can be enforced [9]. By simply
describing its interfaces and functional requirements in
such a very strongly-typed specification language, 86
issues (including 11 considered “major”) were detected
in several iterations of a CR for installing Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation on the Shuttle [3].l

2.2

Completeness and Consistency
Tabular Specifications

and

Deeper analysis of tabular specifications is possible
using model checking to examine whether certain desired properties are invariant or reachable. Atlee and
Sreemani have demonstrated that such methods scale
to quite large examples [13]. Model checking can also
be used to perform analyses that are intermediate between testing individual cases (as can be performed by
prototyping or animation), and proving general theorems. The idea is to “downscale” (aggressively simplify) the description of the system and its environment so that they become finite state. Finite state
exploration or model checking methods can then be
used to examine all the reachable states. Although the
necessary simplification may be too aggressive for verification (i.e., properties of the simplified model may
not be true of the full system) it is often adequate for
refutation (i.e., bugs found in the model will also exist
in the full system). Anecdotally, it seems that exploring all the states of a simplified system specification
is much more effective at finding bugs than sampling
those of the full system by prototyping or animation.
These techniques are applied routinely (and very effectively) to hardware and protocols, but their application
to software and to requirements is relatively new (see,
for example IS]). Applying them to a Shuttle CR for
three-engines-out abort sequencing revealed 19 errors,
of which only 1 (albeit the most significant) had been
discovered by human review [l].

of

Rather stronger than typechecking are completeness
and consistency checks for tabular specifications of the
kind advocated by Parnas [14]. The idea is that the
rows and columns of the table should partition the input space into distinct regions; if the circumstance in
which each column (resp. row) applies is specified by
a logical formula, then consistency requires that the
pairwise conjunctions of the formulas should be false,
and completeness requires that their overall disjunction should be true. Depending on the logic and theories used in the formulas, the deductive capabilities
needed to discharge these proof obligations range from
propositional tautology checking, though decision procedures for ground linear arithmetic, to full interactive
theorem proving [II].
The capabilities at the lower
end of this spectrum can be automated very effectively
and can scale up to very large tables; those at the upper end are less automated and scale less well. Rapid
progress is being made on developing balanced techniques that combine efficient and scalable automation
with adequate expressiveness [4]. Applying some of

2.4

Formal

Challenges

Some of the most searching examinations of requirements specifications can be performed by “challenging” the specification with a putative theorem: “if
this specification captures my intent, then the following ought to follow.” Suppose, for example, that
we had specified the operation of sorting a sequence;
we might then challenge the specification by asking
whether sorting an already sorted sequence leaves the

‘At an earlier stage in this activity, formal methods had detected 30 issues, including 7 considered major, compared with
4, of which 1 was considered major, for the human review-based
process [l] .
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State Exploration
Model Checking

[51 S. L. Gerhart and L. Yelowitz. Observations of fallibility in modern programming methodologies. IEEE

sequence unchanged (i.e., we attempt to prove the theorem V’s : sort(sort(s))
= sort(s)).
Such a challenge
would reveal a deficiency in many of the early specifications of sorting, which required the output to be ordered, but neglected to stipulate that it should also be
a permutation
of the input [5]. Applying this approach
to the mature requirements
specification
for a Shuttle
function known as “Jet Select” suggested the challenge
“no jet that is designated as failed shall be selected
for firing” [12]. The attempt to prove this was unsuccessful, revealing thereby a significant
and previously
undiscovered
problem with the existing requirements
specification.
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At present, the tools supporting these analyses are not
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ideal: considerable knowledge and experience are required to select the most appropriate
tool for a given
task, to formulate
the problem in a suitable manner,
and to coax the too1 into divulging
a useful result.
However, engineering challenges in the integration
and
scaling of formal methods tools are being rapidly overcome and these difficulties should soon be significantly
reduced.
Judicious use of automated
formal calculations will allow many issues to be explored more completely and reliably than at present, and will allow the
talents of human reviewers to be reserved for those
problems in requirements
analysis that truly require
them.
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Many issues in requirements
engineering can be explored and analyzed using automated formal methods.
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